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**ACTIVITIES**

**St. Basil's Cathedral / Pokrovsky Sobor**
Surely the most iconic sight of Moscow; who wouldn't recognize the classic onion shaped domes in their lively colors. A definite must-see for everyone.

Red Square, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75248, E37.62314

Phone: +7 495 698-33-04

Opening hours:
Daily: 11 a.m. – between 5 and 7 p.m. (season dependent)
Closed on Tuesdays.

Admission:
Adults: RUB 250
Children, students, seniors: RUB 50

**Moscow Kremlin / Moskovsky Kreml**
The official residence of the Russian President and an impressive fortified complex composed of a fortified wall with towers, four palaces and four cathedrals.

Red Square 3, 125009 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75298, E37.61864

Phone: +495 6970349

Opening hours:
Complex is open daily 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. except for Thursdays.

Admission:
Basic ticket: RUB 350
Discount ticket for schoolchildren and students: RUB 100

**The Cathedral of Assumption Moscow / Uspensky Sobor**
The historic mother church of Russia is another one of the brain-children of Peter the Great. The majestic cathedral is well worth visiting.

The Kremlin, Red Square, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75122, E37.61700

Phone: +7 495 203-03-49

Opening hours:
Daily: 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. Closed on Thursdays.

Admission:
Admission to the Kremlin complex includes admission to the Cathedral of Assumption.
Basic ticket: RUB 350
Discount ticket for schoolchildren and students: RUB 100

**Lenin’s Mausoleum / Mavzoley Lenina**
This monumental granite structure serves as a tribute to V. I. Lenin, and the final resting place of his embalmed body.

Krasnaya ploshchad, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75366, E37.61998

Opening hours:
Open on Tue, Wed, Thu, Sat, Sun: 10 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Admission:
Admission to the mausoleum is free.
There is a small fee for the cloakroom.

**Red Square / Krasnaya ploshchad**
The iconic square, with all the greatest sights and attractions, the first place in Moscow you must visit.

Krasnaya ploshchad, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75417, E37.61993
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**ACTIVITIES**
**The Kremlin Armoury / Oruzheynaya Palata**
One of the oldest museums of Moscow, a former arsenal and treasury, the Armoury still holds a number of precious treasures, such as the imperial regalia.

The Kremlin, Red Square, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.74953, E37.61331

**Opening hours:**
The Armoury Chamber offers tours at 10 a.m., 12 a.m., 2:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.

**Admission:**
Adults: RUB 700
Children, students, seniors: RUB 200

**State Historical Museum / Gosudarstvenny Istoriichesky Muzei**
An enormous collection of various relics and pieces of art numbering in millions and ranging from prehistoric to contemporary.

Krasnaya ploshchad 1, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75544, E37.61790

**Phone:**
+7 495 692-40-19

**Opening hours:**
Mon, Wed – Fri: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sun: 11 a.m. – 8 p.m.

**Admission:**
Adults: RUB 250
Schoolchildren: RUB 60
Students, seniors: RUB 80

**The Diamond Fund / Almazny Fond**
A unique collection of gems and jewelry including a 33 kg weighing golden nugget or the largest raw diamond in the world.

Borovitskaya ulitsa, Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.74959, E37.61554

**Opening hours:**
Excursions daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. every 20 minutes.
Closed between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
Closed on Thursdays.

**Admission:**
General admission: RUB 500

**Bolshoi Theatre / Bolshoi Teater**
Home of the renowned Bolshoi Ballet and Bolshoi Opera, currently active for its 235th straight season. A definite visit not only for theatre folks.

Teatralnaya ploshchad 1, 125009 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.76018, E37.61869

**Phone:**
+7 499 250-73-17

**Opening hours:**
Tours take place on Mon, Wed and Fri at 12 a.m. in Russian language.
Group tours can be booked in advance and take place on Mon – Wed and Fri from 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Times of performances vary.

**Admission:**
Tour price: RUB 500
Group tour booked in advance: RUB 1000, students: RUB 250

Ticket prices for performances vary. The cheapest tickets are available from around RUB 600.
**GUM Department Store / Glavny Universalny Magazin**
A popular tourist attraction, not only for those who love shopping, but also for fans of beautiful architecture.
Red Square 3, 125009 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75475, E37.62148
Phone: +7 (495) 788-4343

**Novodevichy Convent and Cemetery / Novodevny monastir i kladbishiсhe**
A UNESCO World Heritage site, and the third most visited place in Moscow, the convent along with the adjacent cemetery are a beautiful sight.
Novodevichiy proyezd, 1, 119435 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.72620, E37.55706
Phone: +7 499 246-85-26

**Old Arbat / Stary Arbat**
One of oldest streets in Moscow, dating back to 15th century lined with many little souvenir shops and historic buildings.
Arbat, 11902 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75079, E37.59556

**Chambers of the Romanov Boyars**
See how the first Romanov tsar lived in the house he was born in the 16th century, where he slept and where he dined.
Varvarka ul. 10, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75272, E37.62925

**Ivan the Great Bell Tower / Kolokolnya Ivana Velikogo**
Presumably the precise geographic centre of Moscow, the tallest tower of the Kremlin serves the three cathedrals inside, which do not have their own bells.
The Kremlin, Red Square, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75135, E37.61897

**Peter The Great Statue / Statuya Petra Velikogo**
The monument depicting Peter overlooking land from his ship is the eighth tallest statue in the world.
Krymskaya naberezhnaya 10, 119049 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.73860, E37.60835

**Tretyakov Gallery / Gosudarstvennaya Tretyakovskaya**
The no. 1 gallery in terms of Russian fine art. Nowhere else will you find a larger and better exhibition of the greatest Russian artists.
Krymsky Val 10, 117049 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.73533, E37.60637
Phone: +7(495) 953-1051

**Gorky Park / Park Gorkogo**
An amusement park with various rides and play areas, as well as a replica of the Buran space shuttle.
Krimskiy val 9, 119049 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.73141, E37.60330
Phone: +7 499 237 12 51

**Terem Palace / Teremnoz Dvorets**
The official luxurious residence of the President of Russia. That is also why it is closed to public, but it is still worth seeing from the outside.
The Kremlin, Red Square, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75228, E37.61966
The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts / Gosudarstvenny Muzei A. S. Pushkina
A bit misleading name as it has nothing to do with Pushkin, but rather with European art, the museum is still definitely worth a visit.
Volkhonka st. 12, 121019 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.74738, E37.60513
Phone: +7 495 697-95-78

Old Merchant Court / Gostiny Dvor
A typical trademark of Russian cities. These Neo-classicist shopping malls make for an unforgettable shopping experience.
Ilinka ulitsa 4, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75437, E37.62508
Phone: +7 495 698-12-02

Alexander Garden / Aleksandrovsky Sad
These beautiful gardens stretch along the western Kremlin wall, and offer rest to all those tired after visiting all of Kremlin's wonders.
Manezhnaya ulitsa 11, 119019 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75332, E37.61425

Manege Square / Manezhnaya ploshchad
A large open, yet calm pedestrian area, situated right next to the much busier Red square. Also a traditional place for rallies of all kind.
Manezhnaya ploshchad, 125009 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75616, E37.61526

Battle of Borodino Panorama Museum / Muzei-Panorama Borodino Bitva
An impressive cyclorama of the battle which Napoleon lost to Russian troops. The display is augmented by special lighting and sound effects.
Kutuzovsky prospekt 38, 121170 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.73879, E37.52318
Phone: +7 (499) 148-19-67

Donskoy Monastery / Donskoy Monastir
An impressive monastery with massive stone walls, was not only a place of prayer, but Moscow's line of defense as well.
Donskaya ulitsa 1, 115419 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.71229, E37.60142

Tsar Bell and Tsar Cannon / Tsar-kolokol i Tsar-pushka
Everything is big in Russia. That includes this cannon and bell in the Kremlin. They are the largest in the world of their kind.
The Kremlin, Red Square, 109012 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.75069, E37.61762

Moscow Zoo / Moskovsky Zoopark
Almost a thousand species and more than 8,000 individual animals await you in this large zoo. Great fun for the whole family.
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya ulitsa 1, 123242 Moscow, Russia
GPS: N55.76409, E37.57766
Phone: +7 499 255 3580
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